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1 What I done in PSD3 Group Exercise 1

1.1 Group Organisation Plan

The first task of our group project was to create a Group Organisation Plan, as detailed in Workshop 
1, Working in Groups, PSD3. We split the plan between each group member, and I was given the 
section on data management. I looked into different ways of organising our files, for example 
version control; using a combination of our personal and group file spaces; and keeping personal 
backups. I decided that subversion was the most sensible as it would avoid storing and confusing 
multiple copies of files. It would also allow revision handling, which would be useful if someone 
were to accidentally save over a file since we wouldn't lose the previous version; or if we wanted 
look back and see how our project developed. 

No one in our group had previous experience of subversion, so I looked at on-line tutorials1 to help 
set it up on the group file space. I then wrote a step-by-step guide and emailed it to my other team 
members so that they would know how to commit files and do version control, and I asked that they 
tried it out.

Although subversion was set up, it was rarely used to store our files. All team members found it 
confusing, and so it was time consuming to use. We didn't want to take any risks that might cause us 
to lose data or time on our project. Instead, I organised the group file space into relevant directories, 
as shown in Illustration 1: Group File Management, so that everyone would save files in the correct 
place, and I hoped that it would minimise storing multiple copies of the same file. File permissions 
were used to avoid accidental deletion or editing of another members file, which we were shown to 
use in Lecture 3, Interacting with Bash, Gnu/Linux course. This approach seemed to work well 
throughout the project, since no data was lost, and the feedback we received in the Group 
Organisation Plan did not show any problems with this section, and so I think that this was a good 
approach to take. 

1 The main on-line tutorial I used: http://svnbook.red-bean.com/en/1.5/svn-book.html
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1.2 Interview

The next task we were given was to interview a client. We prepared for this as a group, and decided 
on questions to ask the client. I was in charge of writing up a question sheet for the interviewers, 
and a sheet with space for the other group members to take notes during the interview. This meant 
that each group member was organised; all important questions were asked first so that they would 
not be left out; and notes made sense when it came to writing them up. The interview went 
smoothly, apart from a comment from the client who said that we should have introduced ourselves, 
and our notes were used in the requirements gathering stage. 

1.3 Project Plan

My part in the project plan was to draw the gantt and pert charts for our project. No one in the group 
had created either of these before apart from the examples in Lecture 5, Tutorial Exercise, PSD3, so 
I had to study all of Lecture 5, Project Planning, PSD3 and browse the internet before I fully 
understood how they were done. The project was not very complex, and so it proved difficult to find 
concurrent tasks, unless they need not be in the same order – for example, to start implementing the 
prototype before design had been completed. I was also in charge of deciding time allocation for 
each task. I used the application Planner, as shown in Illustration 2: Using Planner, to work out a 
time scale for the project by entering my task estimated times and ensuring that they would be 
completed before the final deadline2. I then used a familiar graphics package, Xara Xtreme, to 
create the charts. Using a vector graphics package meant that they could be edited easily, which I 
done before handing in the final group report (see part 1.7 of this document), once I had been given 
feedback. 

1.4 Requirements Specification

As a group, we decided on requirements for the Requirements Specification by using our notes from 

2 The deadline for our project was Dec 12
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the client interview, and the points in Group Exercise 1 Description, PSD3. We then split them into 
functional and non-functional, using the guide in Tutorial 1, Requirements Capture, PSD3 to help 
us decide. We also decided on potential project risks and their probability and impact by referring to 
Lecture 11, Risk Analysis & Management, PSD3 for information on how to rate risks. I then helped 
to decide on task flow for our use cases, and split the requirements into the categories: 'Must have', 
'Should have', 'Could have' and 'Would have', as described in Slides 13-15, Lectures 8&9, Use 
Cases in Detail, PSD3.

Everyone was given a section of the document, and I was given the task of drawing use case 
diagrams. Creating the diagrams was made easy with the use of the application Umbrello, which we 
had previously used in an example exercise in the second half of Workshop 3, Case Tools, PSD3. 
This also allowed me to edit the diagrams with ease once feedback was received. 

When we received our feedback on the Requirements Specification, we were told that we had not 
given separate actors, rationales and scenarios for each use case. The diagrams also pointed out 
some mistakes. The main error was the fact that a connection between two entities showed a direct 
communication, and so where I had put an arrow from, for example, 'Enter a meeting time' and 
'Send email', I wanted to show the option of an email being sent at this point, and instead it showed 
that 'Enter a meeting time' would cause an email to be sent. I fixed this by making 'Send email' a 
separate entity, that came from the Supervisor. I referred to Slides 11-24, Lecture 4, Use Case – 
Introduction, PSD3 to help me draw the use cases, which helped to remember which parts of the use 
case were out with the system, as mentioned in Slide 20, Lecture 4, for example when the 
Supervisor logs in to the system. We went through the use cases again and referred to Slides 18, 21,  
32, 33-35, Lectures 8&9, Use Cases in Detail, PSD3 to remind ourselves what we needed to write 
for each use case. 

1.5 Prototype

Before we started implementing the prototype, we decided on a menu based command line interface 
for the system, as opposed to a graphical user interface. No one had experience of bash scripting, so 
this was the easiest method for us to implement. I wrote out all the menu options we would require 
based on our use cases. The team was split into two, and each chose menu options to implement as 
they went. This meant that implementation could be done in a faster time – one person would look 
up the bash commands3 required; the other would write them into a file. For the most part, I looked 
up different methods of implementing menu items. I found out how to write to and open files using 
bash, which were used to store the 'Available Times' in the prototype; I found a way to delete files, 
which was used for our 'Cancel a Meeting' option, instead of the other half of my team's method, 
where they had an inefficient loop that cleared the file a line at a time; I added feedback where 
relevant, for example when the user chose a file to be uploaded, it would return a confirmation 
message if successful; and I also added the date, time and user in our 'Recent Activity' log, which I 
managed to order so that the most recent activity was at the top. 

1.6 Prototype Report

My part in the prototype report, as described in the document Prototype Guidelines, PSD3, was to 
write the evaluation plan. I made sure that everyone had a role during the demonstration, for 
example one member would introduce the group, one would take notes, one would take a voice 
recording, and one would demonstrate the prototype. I also decided what would be demonstrated to 

3 Bash commands were found in websites by using: www.google.co.uk
Examples of websites used: www.skullbox.net/bash.php, www.gnu.org/software/bash/manual/bashref.html
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the client. I wrote a scenario sheet, as shown in Illustration 3: Demo. Scenario Sheet, where I gave 
examples of why each menu option would be used based on our use cases, and gave exact details of 
what should be entered. This ensured that every part of the system was shown in a way that it might 
be used, and the person in charge of entering commands knew that the system would not break for 
any reason since the commands had already been tested. The client demonstration went smoothly, 
and we received relevant feedback from the client, as mentioned in part 4.2 in this document.

1.7 Group Report

The main group report contained documents we had written throughout the project, which are listed 
in Group Exercise 1 Description, PSD3. Before handing this in, we had to make sure that all 
feedback had been dealt with. I fixed my sections of the report based on the feedback we had been 
given. 

The feedback we received on the gantt and pert charts showed that the diagrams I had created were 
too linear, and that they should show more concurrency. I had to relearn how to create gantt and pert 
charts, and think more about which tasks could be done at the same time, which was a little easier 
since we had been through the process and so I knew which parts of the project we had done at the 
same time. 
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I also took the time to proof read the final version of the report and caught quite a few spelling 
errors and conflicting ideas that resulted in many pages of the report being printed out again. One 
point I found was where there were conflicting issues in the Group Organisation Report, and 
sections that were written by several group members described different roles being used. I raised 
this with the group, and changed it so that the roles agreed in each section. Other errors include 
those that were not noticed due to not using a spell checker, and from using Emacs text editor, 
which does not support automatic spell checking.

2 Main Achievements

One achievement I gained from doing the group project was that I was able to experience taking 
part in a relatively large team project, and I was able to work well within a group, which is a key 
skill in software development. Another achievement was that I managed to teach myself how to set 
up subversion through a terminal, and although it was not used, I now know that I can use it if I 
need to. It was an achievement to learn how to create use case diagrams, which were a little 
confusing before we done the Requirements Specification document, and I realised that tools such 
as Umbrello and Planner are very useful, and can save a lot of time once you know how to use 
them. It was an achievement to have completed gantt and pert charts, because I spent so much time 
learning about them and thinking about how I could make them show more concurrency. I learned 
how to write documents using Latex, which was quite complicated at first, but has been very useful 
now that I know how to use it. For example, I can now make my CV look professional by creating it 
using Latex. It was also an achievement to teach myself how to write shell scripts in bash, which I 
found very simple, and will be useful in the future. 

3 Individual Problems

Problems I encountered during the project include the difficulty I had setting up and using 
subversion. The lack of feedback I received from the terminal when entering commands made it 
difficult to know if a file had been committed successfully. There was also difficulty when trying to 
update a file, since it would not accept a comment entered about a revision, and would not resume 
until I entered the command “:quit”. It was much simpler to use subversion within Eclipse, which 
we were shown in the first half of Workshop 3, Case Tools, PSD3. This gave us reassurance that a 
file had been submitted, and made it simple to select revisions from a history. It would have been 
useful if Lecture 8, The Linux Programming Environment, Gnu/Linux course, had shown us how to 
set up and use subversion from the terminal in detail, so that we could have used it for the project 
and not worry that our files were not being committed. Subversion through Eclipse was not used 
because we were mainly writing documents, and Eclipse was only convenient for Java 
programming.

I had problems when trying to create the gantt and pert charts because I struggled to find 
concurrency where it would make sense. For example, in the pert chart, if I wanted to show that you 
could start implementation while design was still going on, then it would seem that you could 
implement the prototype before doing any design at all, and I thought that it wouldn't make sense to 
design the prototype after implementing it. However, this was the only way that I could find 
concurrency in the project, and it made sense in the gantt chart since I could show that design 
should be started at a mid-implementation stage, and so this is the approach I took for my second 
revision of the charts.

There were no major conflicts within the group. However, there was one point where I disagreed 
with another members section in a document. As part of the use cases in our Requirements 
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Specification, where it described the scenario for the supervisor choosing a meeting time, it said 
that the supervisor logs into the system, looks at recent activity and notices that the group have 
entered their available times. I thought the idea of our use case was that the supervisor would 
receive an email and that was why they would log into the system to choose a time, since a 
supervisor would be too busy to check up on the students, as mentioned by a client in Workshop 4, 
Stakeholder Panel, PSD3. However, we had decided in the Group Organisation Plan that the person 
in charge of a section has priority over it, and so we agreed that this did not matter.

4 What I Learned

4.1 Software Project Management

The project taught me a lot about Software Project Management. I learned that an organised team is 
important for completing tasks on time, for example by ensuring all team members know who is 
doing what, so that no task is left undone. I helped to organise the team by writing up to-do lists in a 
'Project Organiser' directory in the group workspace as shown in Illustration 1: Group File
Management, Page 2, which detailed who was doing what on each task; which parts were not yet 
completed; and task deadlines.

During the project, we had a lot of other course assignments going on. This sometimes interfered 
with the project when deadlines were approaching and everyone was concentrating on their 
individual work. From this, I learned that other projects can interfere greatly on time, and despite 
original times we gave ourselves to do a task, we always ended up having less, due to time spent on 
other things. This proved that time management is important to ensure that the project doesn't get 
left behind. To avoid this, I would try to do assignments well before their deadline so that I wouldn't 
run out of time for the project.

4.2 Requirements Capture, Specification and Validation

Preparation for the interview taught me that thinking about questions is important to extract 
information from a client, and that I should be weary of not capturing all requirements that the 
client wants by not asking the right questions or by misinterpreting their answers. I also learned that 
different clients might have conflicting ideas about what they want, which could result in 
requirements needing revalidated. An example of this was when we demonstrated our prototype to a 
different client than whom we interviewed and discovered that one client wanted the ability to enter 
feedback in the system, while the other client wanted feedback to be included in the meeting 
minutes.

When writing the Requirements Specification, I realised that it can be difficult to decide on the 
requirements for a system, and to decide which of them should be constraints. For example, a client 
told us during Workshop 4, Stakeholder Panel, PSD3 that if a meeting was to be cancelled then the 
supervisor would like to know as early as possible so that the time slot could be used for something 
else. We later decided that this would be a constraint as opposed to a requirement since it only 
applied to special cases, and the system could not enforce this. 

I learned the value of prototypes, where you can validate your requirements by showing the client 
what the system will contain, and check whether anything has been misinterpreted or missed out. 
Bash scripting was simple enough to write a prototype quickly, and detailed enough to demonstrate 
how the student and supervisor will interact with the system, and what it could be used for. This 
gave us valuable feedback, without requiring any major changes.
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4.3 Working in a Group

The people in my group for this project did not know each other prior to the project, which I was 
worried about at first since I thought being in a group with people I knew would make it easier to 
arrange meeting times. However, we were a very agreeable group, and got on very well. Not 
knowing each other meant that meetings were more formal, and so we were much more productive 
in contrast to another group project4 I done with my friends. As a group, we split the project into fair 
parts so that everyone would experience all parts of the cycle. Everyone had good attendance and 
input at meetings, and deliverables were always completed before their deadline. There was also 
good communication within the group, mainly by email, about deciding a meeting time; whether 
anyone couldn't make a meeting; or if anyone was experiencing problems or concerns with their 
parts of the project. I learned that if everyone plays their part in a team, then it makes the project 
much easier and enjoyable to take part in.

5 Peer Assessment

Name Quality of Work (out of 80) Effort (out of 80)

Marc Dinardo 20 20

Ross McClachlan 20 20

Lauren Norrie 20 20

Jonathan Thompson 20 20

4 IS3 Group Exercise
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